
  

 

Ways to search Findmypast 

There are three different ways to search Findmypast, each with its own advantages 

SEARCH ALL RECORDS: A blanket search, undertaken from the homepage of all of the billions 

of records on Findmypast. Start simply with a name, location, year or any combination of these and 

then filter through the results using controls on the left hand side of the results page. 

 Narrow down results by clicking either on a location or category in the lower left side of the 

results page. When you click on a category, subcategories will appear, allowing you to 

separate records even further. 

 Edit your search terms at any time using the “edit search” on the top right of the results 

screen. Always start with less, then add more if you have too many results to handle. 

 Order results by relevance to search terms, name, born, died, event and record set on the top right. 

CATEGORY SEARCH: A more targeted search, particularly useful when you have an idea of the 

kind of information you’d like to find but aren’t too familiar with the specific record sets required to get 

results. Click on search in the top navigation bar, then select your category from the dropdown 

menu. 

 Subcategories can be searched through each category search on the left, allowing you to be 

more specific and search multiple record sets at once in that particular subcategory, or all sets 

there. 

 They can reveal extra search fields that are useful only in these record categories 

(mother’s maiden name in the births & baptisms subcategory for example is very useful 

for births after 1911 in England & Wales).  

RECORD A-Z: A full glossary of the thousands of record sets available on the website, 

accessible on the top right of any search screen, from the homepage and at the bottom of the 

drop down search menu from the navigation bar. 

 When you use the A-Z, filter by location on the left hand side and search using exact 

words and phrases in the search bar – results will update as you type. 

 Record sets are listed specifically, think about what you are looking for carefully and search by 

County (Leicestershire, Shropshire), City/Area (Abingdon, York), Country (for nationwide 

collections, particularly England & Wales or Scotland) and record type (Census, Will, 

Service record). 

 Individual search pages unlock unique search fields covering everything that has been 

indexed, you can search by any of these at once (you don’t even need a name). Use what 

you know to narrow down results (parish, military service number, regiment, etc.). 

Many of the core records on Findmypast are hintable. If you start to build a tree to 

record the information you know, record hints will appear as the system looks through 

and matches detail, ready to be accepted or rejected. 



  

 

There are many niche record sets that occur on Findmypast. Searching all records 

may reveal ancestors in smaller collections that could still be of use 

TOP SEARCH TIP – USE WILDCARDS 

Wildcards can be the difference between success and failure! Use these symbols in your 

search terms to broaden your results and find those missing ancestors. 

? - Denotes a letter that could be anything at all, particularly helpful when something may have 

been mistranscribed (Ryl?nd will bring back Ryland, Rylond, Rylend etc.). 

* - Denotes not knowing if there are letters there at all, how many there are or what they may 

be. This can be useful in a number of ways. Firstly, when spellings change over time (Clel*nd 

will search for Cleland, Clelland, Clelond, Clellond etc.) and when a particular definition is 

unknown (Coal* will show Coal miner, Coal hewer, Coal mine worker etc.) 

Core Records 

With all record sets, if any are found that are of interest – search for the name of the set 

in the Record A-Z and read the supplementary information to learn more about the detail 

contained within and the nature of how they were collected. 

GOVERNMENT BIRTH, MARRIAGE & DEATH (LISTED AS ENGLAND & WALES BIRTHS 

1837-2006, ENGLAND & WALES DEATHS 1837-2007, ENGLAND & WALES MARRIAGES 

1837-2005): Created in 1837, these contain almost everyone in England & Wales. These 

records are an index, to get more information and to conclusively prove you have the correct 

person it’s recommended to order a copy of the original certificate from https://www.gro. gov.uk. 

 Districts are named after a town or city inside that area, they cover many outlying 

locations. 

 Events can be registered slightly after they occur – don’t discount records that appear 

slightly out, without confirming. 

 Remember, you don’t need all the details to get results. If you find a couple in a census 

or the 1939 register, look for the full name of the husband and the first name of the 

spouse to find their marriage. 

 Mothers’ maiden name is included on birth record indexes – use this to find the details of 

all of the children born to any particular couple.  

PARISH RECORDS (LISTED BY COUNTY WITH BAPTISMS, BANNS, MARRIAGES AND 

BURIALS): Major life events recorded by the church. Before 1837, these are the best place to 

find these recorded. 

 These records begin in 1538 (though not all survive back to this point) and the later they 

go; the more detail is included. 

 As with government registers, search with the name of parents and no name of the child 

to find all of the children baptised to a particular couple. 



  

 

 Parish records are visible in the category search, but if you know which area you are 

looking for records in, they are stored by county in the record A-Z. This helps to narrow 

down results and also makes certain that records from this area are on the site. 

CENSUS RECORDS: A snapshot of life taken on a particular day in history, giving 

unprecedented detail of occupation, ages, relationships and much more. 

 Taken every decade from 1801, only fragments of these survive until 1841 where a 

national census is online and these have been digitised until 1911. 

 These records are the MOST USEFUL of all. They give unprecedented amount of detail, 

with more as we move later through history. The 1841 Census only gives “born in this 

county” as a yes or no and ages were supposed to be rounded down to the nearest 5 

(though this wasn’t always the case). 

 The 1911 Census is the first where the original forms, filled in by the head of the 

household survive. This means you can see the handwriting of your ancestors, their 

signature and the ways they describe their own lives and personal situations. It does 

also mean that you may need to use wildcards more often when it comes to 

occupations! 

THE 1939 REGISTER: A census substitute taken on 29th September 1939, covering the 

entirety of the civilian population of England & Wales, with people who may be alive today 

redacted for privacy reasons.  

 The register doesn’t have place of birth or relationship to head of household like a 

census, but it DOES have full date of birth. Use this from the unique search screen to 

narrow down results with more common names. 

 People who may be alive today and were recorded on the register will be listed as 

“closed records” and not be searchable. Sometimes if we can’t confirm somebody has 

died, they also will be closed even if they have passed away. 

 The register can be searched by address as well as name, if you have trouble finding the 

people you are looking for. 

Adding colour 

There are a lot of records that can tell a story, some of the most useful include the 

following: 

MILITARY RECORDS: Records of those serving from the 1600s to the modern day, service 

records in particular are full of detail from physical descriptions to statements of service and 

disciplinary history.  

 Service records are between 1 and 99 pages long, don’t forget to click on the previous 

and next button to view each page. 



  

 

 There are many different kinds of records in this category – use the category search, or 

the record A-Z and search for service records, arm of the military, conflict, regiment and 

era to be sure of finding the right records 

 Service records of those who served after 1920 are still held by the Ministry of Defence 

and aren’t online anywhere. Attestations and medal rolls are available, but for more 

detail, contact the government. 

SCHOOL REGISTERS: Records of those children who were admitted to schools, containing 

their address, details of their family and when/why they left school. 

 It wasn’t until 1870 that schooling became compulsory, before then most people learned 

how to read and write at Sunday school. Registers begin here, stopping later for privacy 

reasons. 

 In the National School Admission Registers, each register also has an accompanying 

school log book. These contain additional details of class life and may also still contain 

your ancestors. Consult these also! 

CRIMINAL RECORDS: Records created by the legal process, of courts, prisons and the police. 

They involve those who were witness to, victims of, accused and found guilty of crimes across 

the country. 

 There were many records created as part of the judicial and legal process. Look not only 

in court documents, but prison registers, prisoner licenses and more. If you find 

someone in one, there’s a good chance they are in others too. 

 These records also can cover multiple pages, don’t forget to keep looking through each 

document, some even have photographs! 

 The parish mentioned in court cases is not always the defendant’s residence but could 

also be where the crime took place, with many defendants also giving an alias – making 

it even harder to be certain you have the right person, examine every detail closely. 

Things to remember 

Many of the core records on Findmypast are hintable. If you start to build a tree to record 

the information you know, record hints will appear as the system looks through and 

matches detail, ready to be accepted or rejected. 

There are many niche record sets that occur on Findmypast. Searching all records may 

reveal ancestors in smaller collections that could still be of use. 

Want to give feedback? Don’t forget to rate this presentation on the RootsTech app! 


